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CATEGORIES IN THE IAEA SAFETY SERIES
A new h ierarch ical categorization sch em e h a s been introduced, accordin g to
which the pu blication s in the IAEA Safety S eries a r e grou p ed a s fo llo w s :

Safety Fundamentals (silver cover)
Basic objectives, concepts and principles to ensure safety.
Safety Standards (red cover)
Basic requirements which must be satisfied to ensure safety for particular
activities or application areas.
Safety Guides (green cover)
Recommendations, on the basis of international experience, relating to the ful
filment of basic requirements.
Safety Practices (blue cover)
Practical examples and detailed methods which can be used for the application
of Safety Standards or Safety Guides.

Safety Fundamentals and Safety Standards are issued with the approval of the
IAEA Board of Governors; Safety Guides and Safety Practices are issued under the
authority of the Director General of the IAEA.
An additional category, Safety Reports (purple cover), comprises independent
reports of expert groups on safety matters, including the development of new princi
ples, advanced concepts and major issues and events. These reports are issued under
the authority of the Director General of the IAEA.
There are other publications of the IAEA which also contain information
important to safety, in particular in the Proceedings Series (papers presented at
symposia and conferences), the Technical Reports Series (emphasis on technological
aspects) and the IAEA-TECDOC Series (information usually in a preliminary form).
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FOREWORD
by the Director General
The first nuclear research reactor went critical on 2 December 1942 and today
in about 60 Member States there are over 300 research reactors in operation. From
this beginning there has evolved a 50 year tradition of emphasis on nuclear safety
during the design and operation of these research reactors.
From its inception in 1957, there has been broad interest at the IAEA in the
benefits to be derived by Member States from the safe operation of research reactors.
These benefits are not only in the traditional areas of nuclear power technology,
radioisotope production, nuclear medicine and personnel training but in the vital
areas of materials development and environmental pollution control. For the achieve
ment of these benefits, the safety of the research reactor must be assured. In this area
of research reactor safety the IAEA has a long tradition.
The first publication of the IAEA on research reactor safety was as early as
1960 (Safety Series No. 4) and this subject has since received continuous attention.
In 1971 Safety Series No. 35, Safe Operation of Critical Assemblies and Research
Reactors, was issued. A major revision under the title Safe Operation of Research
Reactors and Critical Assemblies appeared in 1984. While this publication provided
practical guidance on safe operation, it did not deal with many other aspects which
arise during the course of a research reactor project and which influence safety.
To correct this shortcoming, the basic principles and requirements for the
safety of research reactors and critical assemblies have been compiled in two safety
codes — on design (for the first time) and on operation. These codes, which super
sede the 1984 edition of Safety Series No. 35, also include the essential safety
requirements for siting, quality assurance and regulatory control of research
reactors.
It is planned to develop further the series of publications on research reactor
safety to include Safety Guides and Safety Practices which will provide detailed
guidance on safety in a number of areas such as commissioning, utilization, safety
analysis and assessment, radiation protection and operating procedures.
This publication presents international consensus principles useful in the design
of a research reactor. It is recommended for use by those contemplating new research
reactor projects and those who wish to reassess the design safety implications of an
existing reactor for the purpose of an update or upgrade.
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DEFINITIONS
The definitions p resen ted in this C ode a r e intended prin cipally f o r use in the
IA EA ’s safety related docum ents f o r research reactors an d may not n ecessarily
conform to definitions ad o p ted elsew h ere f o r oth er use. In a ll ca ses these definitions
a r e iden tical to o r at least consistent with those u sed in the IAEA N u clear Safety
Standards (NUSS) f o r n u clear p o w er reactors.

Acceptable Limits
Limits acceptable to the regulatory body.

Accident Conditions
Deviations from operational states in which the releases of radioactive material
are kept to acceptable limits by appropriate design features. These deviations do not
include severe accidents.1

Anticipated Operational Occurrences
All operational processes deviating from normal operation which are expected
to occur once or several times during the operating life of the reactor and which,
in view of appropriate design provisions, do not cause any significant damage to
items important to safety or lead to accident conditions.

Commissioning
The process during which reactor components and systems, having been
constructed, are made operational and verified to be in accordance with design
assumptions and to have met the performance criteria; it includes both non-nuclear
and nuclear tests.

Common Cause Failure
The failure of a number of devices or components to perform their functions
as a result iof a single specific event or cause.2

1 A severe accident is an accident which is beyond accident conditions and is a
concept used exclusively for nuclear power reactors.
2 For example, a design deficiency, a manufacturing deficiency, operation and main
tenance errors, a natural phenomenon, a man-induced event, saturation of signals, or an unin
tended cascading effect from any other operation or failure within the facility or a change in
ambient conditions.
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Confinement
Barrier which surrounds the main parts of a reactor carrying radioactive
materials and which is designed to prevent or mitigate the uncontrolled release
of radioactive material to the environment in operating states or design basis
accidents.3

Critical Assembly
An assembly of sufficient fissionable and other material intended to sustain a
controlled fission chain reaction at a low power level and providing an opportunity
for investigating core geometry and composition.

Decommissioning
The process by which a reactor is permanently taken out of operation.

Design Basis Accidents
Accident conditions against which the research reactor facility is designed
according to established design criteria.

Diversity
The existence of redundant components or systems to perform an identified
function, where such components or systems incorporate one or more different
attributes.4
Effluent
A fluid (liquid or gas) which is released into the environment. This fluid may
contain solids as particulates.
Engineered Safety Features (see Safety Systems)

3 I f th e d e sig n is a lso a b le to fu lfil th is fu n c tio n a t o v e rp re ssu re c o n d itio n a fte r a c c i
d en ts it is o fte n c a lle d co n ta in m e n t.
4 E x a m p le s o f su ch a ttrib u tes a r e : d iffe re n t o p era tin g c o n d itio n s , d iffe re n t siz e s o f
e q u ip m e n t, d iffe re n t m a n u fa c tu re rs, d iffe re n t w o rk in g p rin c ip le s , and ty p e s o f eq u ip m en t th at
u s e d iffe re n t p h y sic a l m eth o d s o r p rin c ip le s.
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Experimental Device
A device installed in or around the reactor to utilize neutron flux and ionizing
radiation from the reactor for research, development, isotope production or any
other purpose.

Fuel (Nuclear Fuel)
Chemical compositions or elements containing fissionable and fertile material
used in a research reactor for the purpose of generating neutrons.

Fuel Assembly
Fuel elements and associated components which are installed as a single unit
in the reactor core and are not disassembled during installation and removal from
the reactor core.

Fuel Element
A component of the fuel assembly that consists primarily of the nuclear fuel
and its cladding materials.

Maintenance
The organized activity, both administrative and technical, of keeping struc
tures, systeins and components in good operating condition, including both preven
tive and corrective (or repair) aspects.

Monitoring
Continuous or periodic measurement of parameters or determination of the
status of a System. Sampling may be involved as a preliminary step to measurement.

Normal Operation
Operation of a research reactor and associated experimental devices within
specific operational limits and conditions including startup, power operation, shut
ting down, shutdown, maintenance, testing and refuelling (see Operational States).

Operating Organization
The Organization authorized by the regulatory body (or by the government) to
operate the reactor facility.

Operational Limits and Conditions
A set of rules which set forth parameter limits, the functional capability and
the performance levels of equipment and personnel approved by the regulatory body
for safe operation of the research reactor facility.
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Operational States
The states defined under normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences.

Postulated Initiating Events
Identified events that lead to anticipated operational occurrences or accident
conditions and their consequential failure effects.5

Protection System
A system which encompasses all electrical and mechanical devices and
circuitry, from sensors to actuation device input terminals, involved in generating
those signals associated with the protective function.

Quality Assurance
All those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confi
dence that an item or service will satisfy given requirements for quality.

Reactor Management
The members of the operating organization who have been delegated responsi
bility and authority for directing the operation of the research reactor facility.

Reactor Manager
The single member of the reactor management who has been delegated direct
responsibility and authority by the operating organization for the operation of the
reactor and whose duties comprise mainly the discharge of this responsibility.

Redundancy
Provision of more than the minimum number of (identical or diverse) elements
or systems, so that the loss of any one does not result in the loss of the required func
tion of the whole.

Research Reactor
A nuclear reactor used mainly for the generation and utilization of neutron flux
and ionizing radiations for research and other purposes.6
5 T h e p rim a ry c a u se s o f p o stu lated in itia tin g e v en ts m ay b e c re d ib le eq u ip m en t
fa ilu r e s an d o p e ra to r e r r o r s (b o th w ith in and e x te rn a l to th e re a c to r fa c ilit y ), and m an -in d u ced
o r n atu ral e v e n ts. T h e s p e c ific a tio n o f th e p o stu la ted in itia tin g ev e n ts is to b e a c c e p ta b le to
th e re g u la to ry b o d y fo r th e re s e a rc h re a c to r fa c ility .
6 In th e c o n te x t o f th is p u b lic a tio n , th e te rm re s e a rc h re a c to r a lso in clu d es a sso c ia te d
e x p e rim e n ta l fa c ilitie s and c r itic a l a sse m b lie s.
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Safety (or Nuclear Safety)
The achievement of proper operating conditions, prevention of accidents or
mitigation of accident consequences, resulting in protection of site personnel, the
public and the environment from undue radiation hazards.

Safety Function
A specific purpose that must be accomplished for safety.

Safety Limits
Limits on process variables within which the operation of the research reactor
facility has been shown to be safe.

Safety Margin
The difference between safety limits and operational limits. It is also some
times expressed as the ratio of the two values.

Safety Related Items or Systems
Items or systems important to safety which are not safety systems.

Safety System Settings
Those points of actuation of appropriate automatic protective devices which are
intended to initiate action to prevent a safety limit from being exceeded in the event
of anticipated operational occurrences and accident conditions.

Safety Systems7
Systems important to safety, provided to ensure the safe shutdown of the reac
tor or heat removal from the core or to limit the consequences of anticipated opera
tional occurrences and accident conditions.

Shutdown Margin
The negative reactivity provided in addition to that necessary to maintain the
reactor in a subcritical condition without time limit with the most reactive control
device removed from the core and all experiments which can be moved or changed
during operation in their most reactive condition.
I
7

T h e fu n c tio n s o f sa fe ty sy ste m s a re in itia ted up on re c e iv in g a sig n al fro m th e p ro te c 

tio n sy stem o r m a n u a lly . S o m e a s p e cts o f sa fe ty sy ste m s a re o fte n re fe r re d to as e n g in eered
sa fe ty fe a tu r e s, p a rticu la rly in th e c o n te x t o f e m e r g e n c y h eat re m o v a l and c o n fin e m e n t.
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Shutdown Reactivity
Amount of reactivity by which the reactor is subcritical with the control
devices introducing maximum negative reactivity.

Shutdown System
That system necessary to execute the shutdown of the reactor by rapid reac
tivity reduction either manually or on the receipt of a signal from the protection
system.

Single Failure
A random failure which results in the loss of capability of a component to
perform its intended safety functions. Consequential failures resulting from a single
random occurrence are considered to be part of the single failure.

Site
The area containing the reactor defined by a boundary and under effective
control of the reactor management.

N ote on the interpretation o f the text

When an appendix is included it is considered to be an integral part of the docu
ment and it has the same status as the main text of the document. However, annexes,
footnotes and bibliographies are only included to provide additional information or
practical examples that may be helpful to the user.
In this document the word ‘shall’ is used to denote a firm requirement, the
word ‘should’ to denote a desirable option, and the word ‘may’ to denote permission
(neither a requirement nor a desirable option).
In several cases phrases may use the wording ‘shall consider...’ or ‘shall...as
far as applicable.. . ’ In these cases it is essential to give the matter in question careful
attention, and the decision must be made in consideration of the circumstances of
each case. However, the final decision must be rational and justifiable and its techni
cal grounds must be documented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
101. The safety of research reactors requires appropriate siting, design, construc
tion, commissioning, operation and decommissioning. This Safety Standard deals
mainly with design. However, it also includes basic statements and recommended
requirements on regulatory supervision and siting as far as they are related to activi
ties for the safe design of the facility.
102. This publication is one of two Codes (on design and on operation) that the
IAEA has developed within its programme for establishing the objectives, principles
and basic requirements that must be met to ensure adequate safety in all stages of
the lifetime of a research reactor. This programme also includes guidance in the form
of a number of Safety Guides and Safety Practices in the IAEA Safety Series to
ensure safety in the operation of research reactors. A list of the Safety Guides and
Safety Practices and other publications related to the safety of research reactors is
given at the end of this publication.
103. The Codes cover all the important areas of research reactor safety. Owing to
the particular characteristics of research reactors, the safety aspects related to design
and operation have been given special emphasis in comparison with those related to
siting, regulatory supervision and quality assurance (QA). These characteristics
include the large variety of designs, the wide range of powers, the different modes
of operation and purposes of utilization, the particularities in siting, and differences
among organizations operating research reactors. These characteristics require flexi
bility in the implementation of objectives and basic requirements. The details of
organizational structures and of siting adequacy are left more to a case by case judge
ment based on the general requirements given in these two Codes.
104. A number of requirements for the safety of research reactors are the same as
or very similar to those for power reactors. This fact is reflected in para. 109 where
it is suggested that for research reactors with a higher hazard potential the use of
codes for power reactors may be more appropriate. However, there are important
differences between power reactors and research reactors that must be taken into
account to ensure that the design and operation of a research reactor lead to adequate
safety of the facility. For example, most research reactors have an obviously small
potential for hazard to the public compared with power reactors but may pose a
greater potential hazard to operators; also, the need for greater flexibility in their use
for individual experiments requires a different approach to achieving or managing
safety. Safety rules for power reactors would need to be substantially modified for
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application to research reactors and would inevitably still lack comprehensiveness
and be open to differing interpretations. This difference between power reactors and
most research reactors holds not only for design and operation but also for QA and
regulation.

OBJECTIVES
105. The main objective of this publication is to provide a safety basis for the design
of a research reactor and for the assessment of the design. Another objective is to
cover certain aspects related to regulatory supervision, siting and QA, as far as these
are related to activities for the design of a research reactor. Because of the close rela
tion between design and operation, the Codes on the two topics should be used in
conjunction.
106. These objectives are expressed in terms of requirements and recommendations
for the design of research reactors. Emphasis is placed on the safety requirements
that shall be met rather than on the ways in which they can be met. The requirements
and recommendations may form the foundation necessary for a Member State to
develop specific regulations and safety criteria for its research reactor programme.

SCOPE
107. The requirements and recommendations embodied in this publication shall be
applied to the design of new research reactors and shall also be applied to existing
research reactors to the extent that is reasonably practicable, for example in major
new experiments and modifications.
108. With the exceptions noted below, this Code is applicable to the design of any
type of research reactor. It should also be applied to the design of critical and subcrit
ical assemblies (hereinafter both included under the term reactor) to the extent that
is appropriate for these facilities.
109. The requirements given in this publication form the basis for the safety of
research reactors with limited hazard potential to the public and typical characteris
tics. Research reactors’ with powers of several tens of megawatts, fast neutron spec
trum research reactors or small prototype power reactors, for example, may require
additional safety measures and the use of codes for power reactors may be more
appropriate for a number of aspects. No specifications for such a transition to other
codes are presented. These specifications should be agreed upon between the regula
tory body and the operating organization and should be acceptable to the former.
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110. However, there may also be research reactors (including critical assemblies)
for which some of the requirements may not be necessary in the sense that the physi
cal basis for them does not exist.1 For these cases it should be understood that in
Section 6 some requirements need not be met by a specific design if stringent
evidence can be provided to justify such design.
111. In the context of this publication, the term research reactor covers the reactor
core, experimental facilities and all other facilities relevant to either the reactor or
its experimental facilities located on the reactor site.

STRUCTURE
112. This Code has been structured in the light of its role in the overall programme
of safety related publications for research reactors being prepared by the IAEA. In
particular it covers all important areas associated with the safe design of research
reactors. It consists of six sections, an appendix and an annex.
113. Section 2 introduces the general objectives concerning the radiological and
nuclear safety of research reactors and describes the approach used in this publica
tion for their achievement.
114. Section 3 deals with general recommended requirements regarding regulatory
supervision as far as these are related to the design of research reactors, including
the corresponding steps of the research reactor licensing process.
115. Section 4 contains general statements and requirements regarding the selection
and evaluation of the reactor site as far as these concern the reactor design or are
related to the research reactor licensing process.
116. Section 5 describes the general design requirements on which the safe design
of all types of research reactors not excluded in para. 109 is based.
117. Section 6 deals with the specific design requirements appropriate for a research
reactor.
118. The Appendix provides a list of the selected postulated initiating events to be
considered in the safety analysis of a research reactor.

1
One example is the core cooling for a critical assembly. Since there is no power
output, no dedicated core cooling system is required.
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119. Finally, the Annex provides a list of the safety functions attributed to the safety
systems and other safety related items normally included in research reactor design.

2. SAFETY OBJECTIVES
201. The overall safety objective for a research reactor is to protect individuals,
society and the environment by establishing and maintaining an effective defence
against radiological hazards.
202. For this overall objective the corresponding more detailed radiation protection
objectives are:
to ensure that the operation and utilization of a research reactor are justified
under radiation protection considerations (justification principle); to ensure
that during operational states radiation exposure of site personnel and the
public remains below limits prescribed by national authorities and is kept as
low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) (optimization principle and individual
dose and risk limit principle); and to ensure mitigation of radiation exposure
from accidents (intervention principle).2
203. With respect to accidents the more detailed objectives are:
to ensure that accidents are generally prevented; to ensure that, for all event
sequences taken into account in the design of the facility, including those that
have low probability, radiological consequences are small; and to ensure by
both prevention and mitigation measures that accidents with significant conse
quences are extremely unlikely (technical safety objective).2
204. In order to achieve these objectives a number of safety requirements and
recommendations are provided to all those involved in finally ensuring the safe oper
ation of research reactors. These include provisions incorporated in the design as
well as measures to be taken during operation. For both areas adequate regulatory
supervision shall be applied.

2

S e e B a s ic S a fe ty Sta n d a rd s fo r R a d ia tio n P ro te c tio n , 1 9 8 2 E d itio n , I A E A S a fe ty

S e r ie s N o . 9 , and th e 1 9 9 0 R e c o m m e n d a tio n s o f th e In te rn a tio n a l C o m m is sio n o n R a d io lo g i
c a l P r o te c tio n , P u b lic a tio n 6 0 , P e rg a m o n P re s s ( 1 9 9 1 ) , fo r th e rad iatio n p ro te c tio n p rin c ip le s.
See

a lso

B a s ic

S a fe ty

P rin c ip le s

fo r

N u c le a r

Pow er

P la n ts ,

IA E A

S a fe ty

S e r ie s

N o . 7 5 - I N S A G - 3 , fo r th e te c h n ic a l sa fe ty o b je c tiv e . (S e e th e S e le c tio n o f I A E A P u b lic a tio n s
R e la te d to th e S a fe ty o f R e s e a r c h R e a c to r s a t th e en d o f th is b o o k .)
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3. REGULATORY SUPERVISION
GENERAL
301. For a research reactor to be built, adequate assurance shall be provided to the
society in which it is intended to operate that the facility will be safe. This assurance
requires the government of the State in which the reactor will be located to ensure
that an adequate legal and regulatory basis for overseeing the safety implications of
the development of the project is available. The provisions shall include the estab
lishment of an independent regulatory body. IAEA guidance on the development of
such governmental organizations has been provided in relation to nuclear power
plants3 and this guidance may be adapted for research reactors.
302. It is required that the regulatory body be effectively independent of the operat
ing organization. However, in some cases where a country has a relatively small
nuclear programme the regulatory body may, as an exception, be organized by the
operating organization, although in this case it shall be independent of the reactor
management of the research reactor facility. In this case it is recommended that
experts from other institutions be included in the regulatory body.
303. Irrespective of the solution of setting up a regulatory body, there shall be
independent means of review and approval within the operating organization (some
times by a so-called safety committee) that can provide judgement on the adequacy
of the safety of the facility and may endorse proposals for actions by the reactor
management.
304. The regulatory body shall be responsible for governmental surveillance and
control with regard to all problems relevant to nuclear safety in the siting, design,
construction, commissioning, operation and decommissioning of nuclear research
reactors.
305. Notwithstanding any of these responsibilities or functions of the regulatory
body, the responsibility for safety of the facility and for demonstrating an adequate
level of safety shall rest with the management of the operating organization, not the
regulatory body.

3
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306. To achieve their common objective of achieving and maintaining safe design
and operation, the relationship between the regulatory body, the operating organi
zation and the designer should be based on mutual understanding, respect and
confidence. Appropriate lines of communication shall be established between the
parties involved.
307. In developing the organization and staffing of the regulatory body, for the
review and approval of the siting, design and construction of research reactors, the
following factors should be considered:
(a)
(b)

(c)

The need for regulatory staff to be knowledgeable in the specific features of
research reactor safety.
The need to ensure that regulatory staff maintain levels of professional compe
tence and if necessary have available the services of consultants where
specialist skills are required for specific analyses and assessment. In maintain
ing professional competence, the regulatory body shall ensure that its staff
receive training as necessary and keep abreast of national and international
developments by liaison with appropriate national institutions, regulatory
bodies in other Member States and international agencies.
The provision of sufficient resources, commensurate with the size of the
nuclear programme, to fulfil the statutory responsibilities in an effective
manner at all times.

LICENSING PROCESS
308. Control over nuclear safety is maintained primarily through governmental
licences or other legal instruments that authorize the development of the research
reactor project from each stage to the next but place conditions on the operating
organization or its subcontractors. Therefore, a primary task of the regulatory body
is to determine whether to approve the application for a licence on the basis of review
and assessment.
309. The regulatory review or licensing process may vary among Member States,
depending on their own regulations and considerations for reactor safety; however,
the major stages of the licensing process shall encompass the regulation of:
— Siting
— Design and construction
— Commissioning
— Operation
— Decommissioning.
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310. The licensing process should be considered as an ongoing process, starting at
the site planning stage and continuing up to and including decommissioning of the
reactor facility.
311. The major roles and responsibilities of the regulatory body in the licensing
process, related to the siting, design and construction of research reactors, should
include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Establishing or adopting safety policies, principles, associated criteria, regula
tions and guidance upon which to base its regulatory action;
Providing the operating organization and the designers with information on its
regulatory philosophy, organization, procedures and decisions;
Reviewing and assessing safety related documentation submitted by the operat
ing organization;
Preparing a programme of review and assessment appropriate to the stages in
the licensing process;
Licensing the reactor design and construction.

312. A detailed demonstration of nuclear safety which includes an adequate safety
analysis and the results of the commissioning process, as relevant, shall be submitted
by the operating organization and reviewed and assessed by the regulatory body
before progress to the next stage of the project is authorized.
313. One of the main ways in which the operating organization shall demonstrate
that it has achieved adequate safety is by the provision of a safety analysis report
(SAR). This report shall constitute a prime basis for the regulatory decision on
licensing and inspection of the nuclear facility.

4. SITING REQUIREMENTS
401. The basis for the selection of a site for a nuclear research reactor will vary
depending on a number of factors. In particular, the design of the research reactor
and its intended purpose will have a bearing on siting. Certain low power research
reactors may impose minimal siting constraints. On the other hand, research reactors
designed to achieve significant power levels and used for extensive experimental test
ing will impose more stringent siting and design requirements.
402. The main objective with respect to nuclear safety in the siting of a research
reactor is the protection of the public and the environment against the radiological
impact of accidental releases of radioactive material. Normal radioactive releases
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must also be considered. In the evaluation of the suitability of a site for a research
reactor, the following aspects shall be considered:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Effects of external events occurring in the region of the particular site (these
events could be of natural or man-induced origin);
Characteristics of the site and its environment which could influence the trans
fer of released radioactive material to humans;
Population density and distribution and other off-site characteristics in relation
to the possibility of implementing emergency measures and the need to evalu
ate the risk to individuals and the population.

403. Site characteristics which may affect the safety aspects of the research reactor,
in particular the frequency and the severity of natural and external man-induced
events, shall be investigated and assessed.
404. Environmental characteristics in the region which may potentially be affected
by the radiological impact of the facility during operational states and accident condi
tions shall be investigated. These shall be observed and monitored throughout the
research reactor’s lifetime.
405. The foreseeable evolution of natural and man-made factors in the region having
a bearing on safety shall be evaluated for a period covering the projected life of the
research reactor. These factors, particularly population growth and distribution,
shall be monitored throughout the life of the research reactor. If necessary, appropri
ate measures shall be taken to ensure that the overall risk remains acceptably low.
406. The severity of those external events with a more than negligible probability
of occurrence shall be used to determine the design basis for the research reactor in
order to reduce the overall risk to an acceptable level. If the facility with all its safety
features cannot withstand these events without unacceptable risk of public exposure,
the site shall be considered unsuitable. In the analysis of the suitability of the site,
consideration shall be given to the storage and transportation of new and spent fuel
and radioactive wastes.
407. Appropriate radiological monitoring of the site should be conducted prior to
any site activities to establish baseline radiological levels for assessing the future
impact of the reactor at the site. This may be critical to future decisions on the accept
ability of decommissioning proposals.
408. For each proposed site, the potential radiological impacts on people in the
region during operational states and under accident conditions, including those which
could lead to emergency measures, shall be evaluated with due consideration given
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to relevant factors such as population distribution, eating habits, use of land and
water, and the radiological impacts of other radioactive releases in the region.
409. A QA programme shall be implemented for all activities which may influence
safety and the derivation of design basis parameters for the site. The QA programme
should be graded and should be structured in accordance with the importance to
safety of the individual siting activities.
410. The results of studies and investigations shall be documented and presented in
sufficient detail to the regulatory body to permit an independent review. This may
constitute the first part of the development of the SAR for the research reactor.

5. GENERAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL
501. The safety objectives listed in Section 2 can be achieved by applying design
safety requirements to all activities related to the design of the reactor. The general
design requirements in this section shall be applied to the design of all types of
research reactors. A set of specific design requirements, given in Section 6, shall in
addition be applied as appropriate to the design of a particular reactor type.
502. Application of these requirements should be an interactive process: they should
be implemented in all phases of design, taking into account the feedback from results
of the accompanying safety analysis.
503. The reactor designer shall consider not only the reactor itself but also any
associated facilities which may affect its safety. The designer shall also consider the
implications for the design of all the other phases of the reactor life cycle.
504. Furthermore, the achievement of a safe design requires that a close liaison be
maintained between the reactor designer and the operating organization.

DEFENCE IN DEPTH
505. The design process shall incorporate defence in depth features such that multi
ple levels of protection are provided against the release of radioactive material. Typi
cal aspects of the defence in depth concept are presented in the following
subparagraphs and they shall be considered in the design.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

The use of conservative design margins, the implementation of a QA pro
gramme, the organization of surveillance activities and the establishment of a
safety culture.4
The use of a succession of physical barriers for protection against the release
of radioactive material. Examples of such barriers are: fuel matrix, fuel clad
ding, primary heat transport system, pool, reactor building, etc. These
barriers’ protection against being breached is an important factor in the defence
in depth.
The provision of multiple means for ensuring each of the basic safety
functions:
— To shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition for
all operational states or accident conditions;
— To provide for adequate heat removal from the core after shutdown, includ
ing accident conditions;
— To contain radioactive materials in order to minimize their release to the
environment.
The use of equipment and administrative procedures for:
— Prevention of deviation from normal operation;
— Prevention of anticipated operational occurrences which would lead to acci
dent conditions;
— Control and mitigation of accident conditions and consequences.
The use of on-site and off-site emergency plans aimed at mitigating the effects
for the public in the event of substantial releases of radioactive effluents to the
environment.5

506. The three basic requirements stated in (c) above — to shut down, to cool and
to contain — may be met by the choice of an appropriate combination of inherent
safety features incorporated in the design, appropriate safety systems and engineered
safety features, and by administrative procedures applied throughout the reactor life
time. Examples of inherent safety features would be the choice of materials and
geometries which provide prompt negative temperature coefficients of reactivity.
507. Safety systems are normally used to achieve the three basic requirements in (c)
above. Their design shall ensure high reliability, and shall include provisions to
facilitate regular inspection, testing and maintenance.

4 F o r fu rth e r g u id a n ce se e S a fe ty C u ltu re , I A E A S a fe ty S e r ie s N o . 7 5 - I N S A G - 4 .
5 T h e im p le m e n ta tio n o f an e m e rg e n c y re sp o n s e p la n m ay re q u ire th e d e sig n e r to
m a k e a p p ro p ria te d e sig n p ro v isio n s (s e e p a ra . 5 5 6 ) . H o w e v e r, fo r re s e a rc h re a c to rs w ith lo w
r a d io lo g ic a l h azard p o te n tia l, an o ff -s ite e m e rg e n c y p lan m ay n o t e v e n b e n e c e ssa ry .
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508. Administrative procedures may include operating rules in the form of opera
tional limits and conditions which are derived from the SAR. The flexible nature of
a research reactor requires that special attention shall be given to establishing an
adequate system of administrative controls and procedures.

SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR DESIGN
509. The safety of the reactor shall be analysed and evaluated to demonstrate that
it is adequate. The development of the safety analysis and the design of the reactor
are complementary processes that should be carried out interactively.
510. The results of the safety analysis of the reactor shall be reflected in the SAR.
511. The evaluation of the safety of a reactor shall include analyses of the response
of the reactor to a range of postulated initiating events6 (such as malfunctions or
failures of equipment, operator errors or external events) which could lead either to
anticipated operational occurrences or to accident conditions. Where applicable, the
evaluation should also include consideration of the experimental devices with respect
to both their own safety aspects and their effect on the reactor. These analyses shall
be used as the basis for the selection of the operational limits and conditions of the
reactor. As appropriate, they should be used also in the development of operating
procedures, periodic testing and inspection programmes, record keeping, main
tenance schedules, modification proposals and emergency planning.
512. It shall be shown that the set of postulated initiating events covers all credible
accidents which influence the safety of the reactor. In particular, the design basis
accidents should be identified. Accidents beyond the design basis may be analysed
for purposes of emergency planning and accident management.
513. In the preparation of the set of postulated initiating events for the analysis, the
list given in the Appendix shall as a minimum be considered.
514. Postulated initiating events and their consequences shall be analysed and
presented in a manner that:
(a)
(b)

Categorizes the accidents by type so that only the limiting cases in each group
need to be quantitatively analysed;
Indicates the course of events and the likely consequences for those limiting
cases;
6

F o r fu rth e r g u id a n ce se e th e A p p e n d ix o f th e C o d e on th e S a fe ty o f N u c le a r P o w e r
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(c)

Demonstrates that the risk and the safety margin associated with the operation
of the reactor are acceptable.

515. For each postulated initiating event, qualitative and quantitative information
about the following aspects shall be considered in the evaluation:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Input parameters, initial conditions, boundary conditions, assumptions, models
and codes used;
Sequence of events and performance of reactor systems;
Sensitivity to single failure modes and common cause failures;
Sensitivity to human factors;
Potential for fission product releases and radiation exposures.

516. For each accident sequence considered, the extent to which the safety systems
and any unfailed process systems are required to function under accident conditions
shall be indicated.
517. Evaluation of these events is normally made in a deterministic manner.
Probabilistic techniques should be used to supplement the evaluation. The results of
these complementary analyses should provide input to the design of the safety
systems and their functions. The probabilistic analysis could also detect possible
remaining weak points in the design.

DESIGN LIMITS OF PARAMETERS
518. Design limits for all relevant parameters shall be specified for each operational
state of the reactor and for accident conditions. These limits shall provide a high
degree of assurance that no significant damage will occur to the reactor core during
operational states or accident conditions and that releases of radioactive materials
will be within regulatory radiation protection requirements.
519. A comparison of event sequences shall be performed to identify the most
challenging parameter values which shall determine the design of individual systems
and components. This shall include the consideration of experiments. The resulting
limiting parameter values shall be used with a reasonable margin to design the
individual system and component.

SAFETY FUNCTIONS
520. Safety functions are essential characteristics associated with systems that
ensure the safety of the reactor. Safety functions shall be identified with the
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specific reactor design taken into consideration.7 For normal operation the equip
ment needed to perform safety functions will be the operating systems. In general
these systems will have to be supplemented by engineered safety features to perform
their function for anticipated operational occurrences and accident conditions.

DESIGN FOR RELIA BILITY8
521. As a guideline or for use as acceptance criteria agreed upon with the regulatory
body, maximum unavailability limits for certain safety systems or components
should be established to ensure the required reliability for the performance of safety
functions.
522. The measures given below are those that should be used, if necessary in combi
nation, to achieve and maintain the required reliability in accordance with the impor
tance of the safety functions to be performed by systems and components.

Redundancy and single failure
523. The principle of redundancy should be applied as an important design principle
for improving the reliability of systems important to safety. The design shall ensure
that no single failure can result in a loss of capability of a system to perform its
intended safety function.9
524. Multiple sets of equipment which cannot be tested individually should not be
considered as redundant.
525. The adopted degree of redundancy shall also reflect the potential for undetected
failures10 that could degrade reliability.

7 A lis t o f se le c te d sa fe ty fu n ctio n s is g iv e n in th e A n n e x . T h e s e sa fe ty fu n ctio n s a re
a sso c ia te d w ith th e ite m s im p o rta n t to sa fe ty fo r w h ich s p e c ific d e sig n re q u irem en ts h av e b e e n
d e riv e d in S e c tio n 6 .
8 F o r fu rth e r g u id a n ce se e th e C o d e o n th e S a fe ty o f N u c le a r P o w e r P la n ts : D e s ig n ,
I A E A S a fe ty S e r ie s N o . 5 0 - C - D (R e v . 1 ).
9 F o r g u id a n ce se e A p p lic a tio n o f th e S in g le F a ilu r e C r ite r io n , I A E A S a fe ty S e r ie s
N o. 5 0 -P -l.
10 P o ten tia l fa u lts sh all b e c o n sid e re d a s u n d e tec ta b le i f th e r e is n o te st o r in sp ectio n
m eth o d by w h ich th ey c a n b e fo u n d .
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Diversity
526. The principle of diversity can enhance reliability and reduce the potential for
common cause failures. It should be adopted wherever practicable.

Independence
527. The principle of independence (as functional isolation, or as physical separa
tion by distance, barriers or layout of reactor components) shall be applied, as
appropriate, to enhance the reliability of systems, in particular with respect to
common cause failures.

Fail-safe design
528. Where practicable, the fail-safe principle should be applied to components
important to safety, i.e. if a system or component should fail, the reactor should pass
into a safe state without a requirement to initiate any actions.

Testability
529. All reactor components shall be designed and arranged so that they can be
adequately inspected, tested and serviced as appropriate before commissioning and
at suitable and regular intervals thereafter in accordance with their importance to
safety. If it is not practicable to provide adequate testability of a component, the
safety analysis should take into account the possibility of undetected failures of such
equipment.

QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS11
530. The general principles for achieving safety require a planned and systematic
approach to the original design and subsequent changes through the entire life cycle
of the reactor. This shall be performed within an approved QA programme. At the
start of the design phase, a QA programme which outlines the requirements for the
reactor design shall be prepared and implemented by the operating organization. This
programme shall evolve into more detailed plans for each system, structure and
component so that the quality of the reactor design is ensured at all times.

11

F o r fu rth e r g u id a n ce s e e th e C o d e o n th e S a fe ty o f N u c le a r R e s e a r c h R e a c to r s :
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531. Guidance on the principles and objectives for establishing a QA programme
for design is provided in the NUSS Code 50-C-QA (Rev. 1) and the Safety Guide
50-SG-QA6 for power reactors. General principles contained in these publications
should be taken into account using a graded approach for the preparation of the
design QA programme for research reactors. The extent of the detailed QA
programme that is required for the design of a particular research reactor will
depend, however, upon its hazard potential and the national regulatory requirements.
532. The operating organization shall identify the items, services and procedures
important for safe design and these shall be covered by the QA programme. Particu
lar attention shall be paid to items important to safety. Among the programme
requirements for QA are the organization for design, the qualification of designers,
controls on activities and the development of graded design QA levels. Procedures
should be established for exchange of information among the parties involved, docu
ment control, procurement control, equipment and material control, material process
control, inspection and test control, non-conformance control, corrective actions,
reviews, identification of criteria, specification of quality levels, design verification,
audits and control procedure revisions.

CODES AND STANDARDS
533. Codes and standards applicable to systems, structures and components shall be
identified and their use justified. In particular, if different codes and standards are
used for different aspects of the same item or system, the consistency between them
shall be demonstrated. Typical areas covered by codes and standards are:
— Mechanical design;
— Structural design;
— Earthquake resistant design;
— Selection of materials;
— Fabrication of equipment and components;
— Inspection of fabricated and installed systems, components and structures;
— Thermohydraulic and neutronic design;
— Electrical design;
— Design of instrumentation and control systems;
— Shielding and radiological protection;
— Fire protection;
— Inspection, testing and maintenance as related to design.
534. For systems, structures and components for which there are no appropriate
established codes or standards, an approach derived from existing codes or standards
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for similar equipment may be applied, or, in the absence of such codes and stan
dards, the results of experience, tests, analysis, or a combination thereof may be
applied and shall be justified.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL USE
535. Faults in experimental equipment need special consideration as they can:
— Cause possible direct hazards from their failure;
— Cause an indirect hazard by affecting the safe operation of the research reactor;
— Increase the hazard from an initiating reactor event by their subsequent failure
and impact on the event sequence.
536. By their nature, research reactors are very varied in their utilization and opera
tion, and allow ready access to the reactor core and irradiation devices. This can
result in specific potential radiological hazards, depending on the reactor type.
537. The flexible nature and changing states of some research reactors require
special precautions to be taken in the design to prevent human errors.
538. For every new experiment or reactor modification which may affect safety,
procedures shall be followed as required in the Code on the Safety of Nuclear
Research Reactors: Operation, IAEA Safety Series No. 35-S2, Sections 12 and 13
in particular.

DESIGN FOR OPERATIONAL STATES
Basic design
539. The research reactor shall be designed to operate safely within a predefined
range of parameters during all operational states. The design shall be such that the
response of the reactor and associated systems to a wide range of events will allow
safe operation or power reduction, if necessary, without the need to invoke safety
systems.
Human factors
540. Systematic consideration of human factors and man-machine interfaces shall
be included at an early stage of the design and throughout the entire design process.
Human factors are an important aspect of research reactor safety requirements as the
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reactor state changes frequently and the operator has relatively greater access to the
reactor core and experiments. Ergonomic principles should be applied in the design
of the control room. The operator shall be provided with clear displays and audible
signals of those parameters that are important for safety. The design should minimize
the demands on the operator in order to promote the success of operator actions. The
design should also automate appropriate actions to further alleviate demands on the
operator. As a result of these human factors, the designer shall take into account the
possible need to implement interlocks, signal bypasses, keys, passwords, etc.

Testing and inspection
541. The design of the reactor shall be such as to allow for appropriate functional
testing and inspection of all items important to safety to ensure that these systems
will perform their safety functions when required. This is particularly important for
passive components and for systems whose ability to function is not normally veri
fied by routine operations. Important factors that shall be considered are the ease of
performing the tests and inspections and the degree to which the tests and inspections
represent real conditions. Where possible and appropriate, self-testing circuits
should be installed in electrical and electronic systems.

Maintenance and repair
542. The design shall make provisions for appropriate accessibility, adequate
shielding, remote handling and decontamination to facilitate maintenance and repair.

Material selection
543. In the design stage, an appropriate safety margin should be adopted to accom
modate the anticipated properties of materials at the end of their useful life. Where
material data are unavailable, a suitable material surveillance programme shall be
adopted and results derived from this programme used to review the adequacy of the
design at appropriate intervals. This may require design provisions to monitor
materials whose mechanical properties may change in service owing to such factors
as stress corrosion or radiation induced changes. Improved safety factors may be
achieved by selection of high strength or high melting point materials.

DESIGN FOR ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
544. Where prompt, reliable action is required in response to postulated initiating
events, the design of the reactor shall include means to initiate automatically the
operation of the necessary safety systems. In some cases, following accident
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conditions, it may be necessary for the operator to take further action to place the
reactor in a stable, long term state. The design should reduce demands on the opera
tor as far as feasible, particularly for the period of time during and following an acci
dent condition (see para. 627).
545. The reactor protection system shall be capable of automatically initiating the
required protective actions for the full range of postulated initiating events to
terminate the event safely. This capability should take into account the possible
malfunction of parts of the system (single failure). In some cases manual operator
action may be considered to be sufficiently reliable provided that:
—
—
—
—

Adequate time is available,
Information is suitably processed and presented,
Diagnosis is simple and action is clearly defined,
The demands imposed on the operator are not excessive.

546. The items important to safety should be designed to withstand the effects of
extreme loadings and environmental conditions (for example, extremes of tempera
ture, humidity, radiation) arising from accident conditions. The stable, long term
shutdown condition following an accident can differ from the initial shutdown condi
tion. The design shall therefore incorporate provisions for bringing the reactor to a
stable, long term condition.
547. A monitoring capability shall be provided for all essential processes and equip
ment during and following an accident. If necessary, a remote monitoring and shut
down capability shall be provided (see para. 556).
548. The protection system shall be independent of control systems.
RADIATION PROTECTION
549. The design shall make adequate provision, based on a consistent overall radia
tion protection concept in accordance with para. 202, for shielding, ventilation,
filtration and decay systems and for monitoring instrumentation for radiation and
airborne radioactive materials, for all operational states and accident conditions.
550. The maximum design dose levels shall be set with a sufficient margin and the
reactor and related facility shielding, ventilation, filtration and decay systems shall
be designed to allow for uncertainties in operating practice, and in all operational
states and accident conditions, in accordance with paras 202 and 203.
551. Structural materials, particularly those used near the core, shall be carefully
chosen to minimize the dose to personnel during operation, inspection, maintenance
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and repair, as well as fulfilling other functions. The effect of radionuclides produced
by neutron activation in reactor process systems (e.g. 16N, 3H, 41Ar, 24Na, ^Co)
shall be given due consideration in the provision of radiation protection of people
on site and of the public.
552. The design shall include any necessary provision for access control to areas
in which radiation levels could exceed those in normal operating areas.

PHYSICAL PROTECTION
553. The design shall make adequate provisions to prevent unauthorized entry to the
site or buildings on the site, for the main purposes of preventing theft or unauthorized
removal of nuclear materials and sabotage to the reactor.

COMMISSIONING
554. The designer should add design features as necessary to facilitate the reactor
commissioning process.

OPERATIONAL LIMITS AND CONDITIONS11
555. A detailed set of operational limits and conditions or safety specifications shall
be developed for the reactor. These operational limits and conditions shall be
enforced by the regulatory body.

EMERGENCY PLANNING11
556. Depending on the potential hazard of the reactor, specific design features for
emergency planning shall be considered. They may include simple escape routes
with reliable emergency lighting, reliable means of communication and special radia
tion monitoring instrumentation. An emergency centre separated from the reactor
control room, if necessary, shall also be considered.

11
For further guidance see the Code on the Safety of Nuclear Research Reactors:
Operation, IAEA Safety Series No. 35-S2.
,,
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DECOMMISSIONING12
557. In the design of the reactor, attention shall be paid to aspects which would
facilitate decommissioning. In this connection attention shall be directed to keeping
the exposure of personnel and the public during decommissioning as low as reason
ably achievable (ALARA) and to ensuring adequate protection of the environment
from radioactive contamination.

6. SPECIFIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL
601. The general design requirements given in the previous section shall be used in
conjunction with the requirements given in this section to identify a set of design
requirements specific to a particular reactor. It should be recognized that different
types of reactors may have to fulfil different requirements from this section. The
acceptability of the resulting exposure of site personnel and the public during opera
tional stales and accident conditions remains the essential criterion for the omission
of specific design requirements of this section (see paras 109-110). In addition,
protection against external events shall be taken into account (see Section 4).

BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
602. The buildings and structures important to safety shall be designed for all opera
tional states. However, these items may constitute an engineered safety feature for
accident conditions and in this case specific design requirements are given in paras
639-645.
603. The buildings and structures important to safety shall be designed in such a
manner as to keep radiation levels and releases on and off the site during all opera
tional states consistent with the ALARA principle and below prescribed limits.
604. The degree of leaktightness of the reactor building or other buildings and struc
tures (e.g. the pool block in pool type reactors) containing radioactive materials and
the requirements of the ventilation system shall be determined in accordance with the
safety analysis of the reactor and its utilization.

12

F o r fu rth e r g u id a n ce s e e I A E A R a d io a c tiv e W a s te S a fe ty S tan d ard s ( R A D W A S S )
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REACTOR CORE DESIGN AND CONTROL

Reactor core
605. The fuel and the fuel element design shall take into account appropriate
neutronic, thermal hydraulic, mechanical, material, chemical and irradiation
considerations associated with the reactor as a whole.
606. The reactor core shall be designed so that fuel damage is kept within acceptable
limits under accident conditions.
607. The reactor core, including fuel elements or assemblies, reactivity control
mechanisms13 and experimental facilities, shall be so designed and constructed that
maximum permissible design limits specified for all operational states are not
exceeded.
608. The reactor shall be designed so that the reactor can be shut down and held
subcritical for all operational states and accident conditions.
609. Wherever possible the reactor core design should make use of inherent safety
features to minimize the consequences of accident conditions.

Reactivity control system
610. Sufficient negative reactivity shall be available in the reactivity control
mechanisms so that the reactor can be brought subcritical and maintained subcritical
under all operational states, taking into account the experimental arrangements with
the highest positive reactivity contribution. If the reactivity control mechanisms
function as the reactor shutdown, system, this provision is a requirement (see
para. 622), and if they function as compensating or regulating systems, in addition
to a shutdown system, it is a desirable option.
611. The maximum rate of addition of positive reactivity allowed by the reactivity
control system or by an experiment shall be specified and limited to values justified
in the SAR.

Thermal and hydraulic design
612. The reactor core (i.e. fuel elements, cooling channel geometry, structural
parts) shall be designed to maintain the fuel parameters below specified limits during
all operational states so that fuel failure does not occur.

13

R e a c tiv ity c o n tro l m e c h a n ism s in c lu d e a ll k in d s o f d e v ic e s to c o n tro l th e re a c tiv ity ,

i .e . re g u la tin g ro d s, c o n tro l ro d s, sh utdow n ro d s o r b la d e s and m o d e ra to r le v e l.
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613. A suitable margin, including margins for errors and engineered tolerances,
shall be used to determine these limits.

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
614. The reactor coolant system shall be designed to provide adequate cooling to
the core with a margin demonstrated in the SAR to be acceptable.
615. Systems containing reactor coolant should be designed to allow tests or surveil
lance so that the occurrence of leaks, fast growing cracks and brittle fractures is
prevented. A multiple barrier philosophy may be adopted as appropriate (e.g. the
primary cooling system may be fully contained in the pool block or in a special
arrangement to cope with potential breaches).
616. In water cooled reactor designs which have penetrations at or below the level
of the core, particular attention shall be paid to preventing the uncovering of the
core. Special features (e.g. siphon break) and proper isolation devices should be
used. High quality design and fabrication along with inspectability and testability,
and with redundancy where appropriate, are essential characteristics.
617. The reactor coolant boundary shall be designed to facilitate appropriate preservice and in-service inspection and testing.
618. Where a separate system is required for shutdown cooling of the core, an
adequately reliable system, in addition to a primary cooling system, shall be
provided for the removal of residual heat.
619. For reactor systems which use flappers or equivalent systems for natural circu
lation cooling, an appropriate number of redundant devices shall be used and means
of verifying that they will function when required shall be provided.
620. The reactor coolant system shall provide long term reliable heat transfer from
the fuel to the ultimate heat sink.

REACTOR SHUTDOWN SYSTEM
621. At least one shutdown system shall be incorporated in the design. A second
independent shutdown system shall be considered and may be required, depending
on the characteristics of the reactor.
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622. Sufficient shutdown reactivity shall be provided in the shutdown system so that
the reactor can be brought subcritical and maintained subcritical with an adequate
margin under all operational states and accident conditions, with the reactivity effect
of experiments taken into account.
623. The effectiveness, speed of action and shutdown margin of the reactor shut
down system shall be such that specified limits and conditions are not exceeded.
624. A single failure in the shutdown system shall not prevent the system from
fulfilling its safety function when required.
625. In addition to the automatic initiation of the shutdown system, a manual initia
tion shall be provided. One or more manual initiations suitable for emergency shut
down shall also be provided.

PROTECTION SYSTEM
626. The reactor protection system shall be automatic and independent of other
systems. In addition, a manual reactor trip signal shall be provided as an input to
the system.
627. The protection system should be designed in such a way that, once initiated,
necessary actions cannot be impaired or prevented by manual actions and that manual
actions are not necessary within a short period of time14 following an accident.
628. The design of the protection system should employ redundancy and diversity
at least to the extent that each postulated initiating event can be detected in at least
two different ways, if physically possible. The appropriate protective actions shall
be started automatically.
629. The protection system shall consist of at least two completely separate and
independent channels so that no single component failure can cause failure to
perform its function.
630. The protection system shall be designed in such a way as to bring the reactor
to a safe condition whenever the protection system is subject to common cause
failures.

14

T y p ic a l p ra c tic e in so m e M e m b e r S ta te s is to p re s c rib e 3 0 m in u tes fo r th is p erio d ;

o th e r M e m b e r S ta te s p re s c rib e le s s .
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631. All components of the protection system shall be capable of being functionally
tested.
632. Actions, once initiated by the protection system, shall proceed to completion.
They shall not be self-resetting and a return to operation shall require deliberate
operator action.
633. The design shall ensure that the set points can be established with such a
margin between the initiation point and the safety limits that the action initiated by
the protection system will be able to control the process before the safety limit is
reached. In addition, this margin shall allow for the following:
— Inaccuracy of the instrumentation,
— Uncertainty in calibration,
— Instrument drift,
— Instrument and system response time.
Further margins may be introduced for additional safety.
634. Appropriate means should be incorporated to protect important safety inter
locks and trips from being bypassed. The potential to bypass interlocks and trips
must be carefully evaluated in the SAR.

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SY STEM 15
635. The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) shall be capable of keeping all
core temperatures within specified safety limits during all shutdown conditions,
including situations created by a breach of the reactor coolant system boundary.
636. The ECCS shall be capable of preventing significant fuel failure for the range
of loss of coolant accidents specified in the SAR as a design basis.
637. The ECCS shall be designed with sufficient reliability. It shall perform its
intended design function in the event of a single failure in the system.
638. The ECCS shall be designed to permit periodic inspection of components and
shall be designed for appropriate periodic, functional testing for verification of
performance as specified in the SAR.

15 O fte n re fe r re d to a s an e n g in e e re d sa fe ty fe a tu re.
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CONFINEMENT SYSTEM15
639. In the context of the following requirements the term ‘reactor building’ is used
to cover collectively the reactor building’s structures, ventilation systems and
penetrations and any other feature that is important for its confinement function.
640. In accordance with the potential hazards of the reactor, the design of the reac
tor building shall take into account the effects of extreme loadings and environmental
conditions due to accidents, including those arising from the internal and external
events listed in the Appendix, items 6 and 7, as applicable.
641. The reactor building shall be designed with proper margins for the highest
calculated pressure and temperature loads expected during conditions predicted for
design basis accidents.
642. The reactor building shall be designed to control reliably the release of radioac
tive materials during normal operation and under accident conditions.
643. The acceptable release rate under accident conditions shall be determined with
account taken of the inventory of volatile radioactive materials that may exist in
certain reactor types and other parameters (such as pressure and temperature) perti
nent to the worst accident conditions which are acceptable to the regulatory body as
a design basis.
644. Where a certain leak rate at a given pressure for the reactor building is speci
fied, design features to enable initial and periodic leak tests shall be provided.
645. Provisions for routine testing and replacement of filters in the ventilation
system shall be made.

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
646. The selection and arrangement of the instrumentation and means of display
shall be planned with account taken of ergonomic principles, to provide optimal
conditions for the operator to assimilate the information and take appropriate safety
related actions, thus reducing the possibility of operator errors. Normally, the
arrangement is centralized in an adequately equipped reactor control room.
Appropriate measures shall be taken to safeguard the occupants of this control room.

15 O fte n re fe r re d to a s an e n g in e e re d sa fe ty fe a tu re.
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647. The reactor shall be provided with sufficient instrumentation for monitoring
the operation and process systems of the reactor during normal operation, refuelling
and maintenance, and for recording all variables important for safety.
648. The reactor shall be provided with sufficient indicating and recording
instrumentation to monitor important reactor parameters during and following antici
pated operational occurrences and accident conditions. It may be necessary to moni
tor and record some of the parameters in more than one location.
649. The design should take into account the requirements of startup neutron source
and dedicated startup instrumentation, for conditions in which they are needed.
650. Audible and visible alarm systems shall provide an early indication of changes
in the operating conditions of the reactor which could lead to a reduction in safety.
651. The design shall make adequate provision for periodic inspection, testing and
maintenance of safety related instrumentation.

ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
652. The basis for the design of normal and emergency electrical power shall be
identified. The availability of power for essential functions (e.g. protection system,
instrumentation, emergency lighting) under any accident condition shall be part of
this basis.
653. When emergency electrical power is required for coolant circulating pumps,
emergency ventilation systems or other systems important to safety, an emergency
electrical power system (EPS) shall be provided with sufficient reliability to provide
assurance of its continued availability.16
654. The maximum acceptable period for interruption of AC and DC electrical
power shall be specified and demonstrated to be acceptable in the SAR.
655. The design of an EPS shall take account of the starting load requirements of
the various items of equipment served by the system.

16

It is re co m m e n d e d th a t E m e r g e n c y P o w e r S y s te m s a t N u c le a r P o w e r P la n ts , I A E A

S a fe ty S e r ie s N o . 5 0 - S G - D 7 (R e v . 1 ), b e c o n su lted .
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656. The design shall provide appropriate means of testing the functional capability
of the emergency power supply system.

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
657. The failure of an auxiliary system, irrespective of its importance to safety,
shall not jeopardize the safety of the reactor. Adequate measures shall be taken to
prevent the release of radioactive materials to the environment in the event of the
failure of an auxiliary system which contains radioactive materials.
658. Fuel handling and storage facilities shall be designed with consideration taken
of prevention of loss or damage to fuel during handling, criticality, cooling, periodic
inspection and testing, corrosion, containment, shielding and ventilation.
659. Reactor areas which could experience significant concentrations of airborne
radioactive materials shall be provided with adequate radiological monitoring and
ventilating systems, including provision for appropriate filtration.
660. The design shall incorporate adequate measures to prevent fires and explosions
and to protect against their consequences if they nonetheless occur. Particular atten
tion should be paid to items important to safety.17
661. Where necessary for the safety of the reactor and experimental facilities,
adequate provision for communication systems shall be made.

EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES
662. Experimental devices shall be designed so that in all operational states they
cannot cause unacceptable consequences to the reactor, other experiments, people on
site or the public. In this design, the radioactive inventory of the experimental device
as well as the potential for energy generation or release shall be taken into
consideration.
663. Experimental equipment shall be designed so that neither its operation nor its
failure results in an unacceptable change in reactivity for the reactor.

17

Fire Protection in Nuclear Pow er Plants, IA E A Safety Series N o. 50-S G -D 2 (R ev. 1),

gives guidance on a systematic approach for design and assessment and provides considerable
details for possible technical solutions generally also applicable to research reactors.
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664. W here necessary for the safety o f the reactor, the design should provide
appropriate monitoring o f experimental parameters in the reactor control room.
665. Operational limits and conditions shall be developed as appropriate for each
experiment.

R A D IO A C T IV E W A ST E S Y S T E M S 18
666. The design o f the research reactor should aim at minimizing the generation o f
radioactive wastes. Radioactive waste treatment systems shall have adequate provi
sions for control and monitoring to keep releases as low as reasonably achievable
(A L A R A ) and below prescribed limits.
667. The design shall consider appropriate means, such as shielding and decay
systems, to reduce the dose to personnel and releases to the environment.
668. The design shall provide adequate means for control, sampling and monitoring
o f discharges o f radioactive effluent to the environment.
669. The design shall provide adequate facilities, as necessary, for handling,
collecting, processing, storage and disposal or removal from the site o f radioactive
wastes. In cases where liquid wastes are handled, such facilities shall have provisions
for leakage detection and waste recovery, if appropriate.

18
For further guidance see IAEA Radioactive Waste Safety Standards (RADWASS)
programme publications.

Appendix

SELECTED POSTULATED INITIATING EVENTS
(1)

Loss o f electrical power supplies
— Loss o f normal electrical p ow er19

(2)

Insertion o f excess reactivity
— Criticality during fuel handling (fuel insertion error)
— Startup accident
— Control rod or control rod follow er failure
— Control drive or system failure
— Failure o f other reactivity control devices (moderator, reflector, etc.)
— Unbalanced rod positions
— Failure or collapse o f structural components
— C old water insertion
— Moderator changes (e.g . voids, D 20 leakage into H 2O systems, etc.)
— Influence by experiments and experimental facilities (e.g. flooding or voiding,
temperature effects, insertion or removal o f fissile or absorber materials)
— Insufficient shutdown reactivity
— Inadvertent control rod ejections
— Maintenance errors with reactivity devices

(3)

Loss o f flow
— Primary pump failure
— Primary coolant flow reduction (e.g. valve failure, blockage in piping or heat
exchanger)
— Influence o f experiment failure or mishandling
— Emergency cooling system failure
— Primary coolant boundary rupture leading to loss o f flow
— Fuel channel blockage
— Improper power distribution due, for example, to unbalanced rod positions, incore experiments, or fuel loading
— Coolant reduction due to core bypass
— Malfunction o f reactor power control
— System pressure deviation from specified limits
— Loss o f heat sink (e.g. valve or pump failure, system rupture)

19
Although it is not an initiating event, it is recommended that consideration be given
to the loss o f normal power followed by the loss of emergency power in order to be sure that
the consequences are acceptable under emergency conditions.
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(4)

Loss o f coolant
— Primary coolant boundary rupture
— Damaged pool
— Pump-down o f pool
— Failure o f beam tubes or other penetrations

(5)

Erroneous handling or failure o f equipment or components
— Fuel element cladding failure
— Mechanical damage to core or fuel (e.g. handling o f fuel, dropping o f transfer
flask on fuel)
— Criticality o f fuel in storage
— Containment or ventilation system failure
— Loss o f coolant to fuel in transfer or storage
— Loss or reduction o f proper shielding
— Failure o f experimental apparatus or materials (e.g. loop rupture)
— Exceeding fuel ratings

(6)

Special internal events
— Internal fires or explosions
— Internal flooding
— Loss o f support systems
— Security incidents
— Reactor experiment malfunctions
— Improper access to restricted areas

(7)

External events
— Earthquake (including seismically induced faulting and slides)
— Flooding (including upstream dam failure, river blockage)
— Tornadoes and tornado missiles
— Hurricanes, storms and lightning
— Explosions
— Aircraft crash
— Fire
— T oxic spills
— Transport route accidents
— Influence from adjacent facilities

(8)
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Human errors

Annex
SELECTED SAFETY FUNCTIONS1

Items important to safety
Buildings and structures

Safety functions
(a) To form a barrier against the uncontrolled
release o f radioactive materials to the
environment
(b) To provide protection against external and inter
nal events to the enclosed safety systems
(c) To provide shielding of radiation

Reactor core

(a) To maintain fuel geometry and necessary
coolant flow path in order to ensure shutdown
and heat removal during all reactor operating
conditions
(b) To provide negative reactivity feedback
(c) To provide a means o f moderating and control
ling neutron fluxes

Fuel matrix and cladding

(a) To form a barrier against the release o f fission
products from the fuel
(b) To provide a constant configuration

Reactivity control system (including
the reactor shutdown system)

To control the reactor core reactivity to
ensure that the reactor can be safely shut down
and that the fuel design and other limits will not
be exceeded in any reactor operational state

Reactor coolant primary circuit

To provide adequate core cooling and ensure
that specified limits o f fuel and coolant will not
be exceeded in any reactor operational state

Emergency core cooling system

To transfer heat from the reactor core following
a loss of coolant accident at an adequate rate
for preventing the occurrence o f significant fuel
damage

Ventilation systems

(a) To control and minimize the release o f airborne
radioactive effluents to the environment
(b) To protect operating and research personnel
from excessive radiation exposure

1 Not all o f the safety functions listed are applicable to every type o f research reactor.
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Items important to safety
Ventilation systems (cont.)

Safety functions
(c) If necessary, to maintain sufficient pressure
differential between the different parts o f the
confinement system
(d) To provide an appropriate ambient environment
for personnel and for items important to safety

Protection system

(a) To start protective actions in order to shut down
the reactor, cool and contain radioactive
materials and mitigate accident consequences
(b) To control interlocks to protect against opera
tional errors if the required conditions have not
been met

Other safety related
instrumentation and control

(a) To keep reactor parameters within operational
limits without reaching safety limits
(b) To provide and present to the operator enough
information to readily determine the status of
the protection system and take the correct safety
related actions

Electrical power supply

Fuel handling and storage system

To provide enough power o f suitable quality to
systems and equipment in order to ensure their
capability to perform their safety functions
when required
(a) To minimize radiation exposure
(b) To prevent inadvertent criticality
(c) To limit any rise in fuel temperature
(d) To store new and irradiated fuel
(e) To prevent mechanical or corrosive damage of
fuel

Radiation monitoring

To provide measurements and warnings in order
to minimize the radiation exposure o f operating
and research personnel

Fire protection

To ensure that the adverse effects o f fire or
explosion do not prevent items important to
safety from performing their safety function
when required to do so
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PROPOSED SAFETY SERIES PUBLICATIONS
ON RESEARCH REACTOR SAFETY
SAFETY STANDARDS
Code on the safety o f nuclear research reactors: Design, N o. 35-SI
C ode on the safety o f nuclear research reactors: Operation, N o. 35-S2
S A F E T Y G U ID E S (planned for publication)
Safety assessment and safety analysis report for research reactors, N o. 35-G1
Utilization and modification o f research reactors, N o. 35-G2
Emergency planning and preparedness o f research reactors, N o. 35-G3
Commissioning o f research reactors, No. 35-G4
Decommissioning o f research reactors, N o. 35-G5
S A F E T Y P R A C T IC E S (planned for publication)
Limits and conditions for research reactors, N o. 35-PI
Instrumentation and control for research reactors, N o. 35-P2
Radiation protection service for research reactors, N o. 35-P3
Maintenance and periodic testing for research reactors, No. 35-P4
Operating procedures for research reactors, N o. 35-P5
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SELECTION OF IAEA PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO
THE SAFETY OF RESEARCH REACTORS
S A F E T Y SERIES
9

Basic safety standards for radiation protection, 1982 edition

1982
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Safe operation o f research reactors and critical assemblies,
1984 edition

1984

49

Radiological surveillance o f airborne contaminants in the
working environment

1979

55

Planning for off-site response to radiation accidents in
nuclear facilities

1981

57

Generic models and parameters for assessing the
environmental transfer o f radionuclides from routine releases:
Exposures o f critical groups

1982

67

Assigning a value to transboundary radiation exposure

1985

72

Principles for establishing intervention levels for the
protection o f the public in the event o f a nuclear accident or
radiological emergency (being revised)

1985

73

Emergency preparedness exercises for nuclear facilities:
Preparation, conduct and evaluation

1985

74

Safety in decommissioning o f research reactors

1986

75-INSAG-3

Basic safety principles for nuclear power plants

1988
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Principles for limiting releases of radioactive effluents
into the environment

1986

81

Derived intervention levels for application in controlling
radiation doses to the public in the event o f a nuclear accident
or radiological emergency: Principles, procedures and data

1986

84

Basic principles for occupational radiation monitoring

1987

86

Techniques and decision making in the assessment of off-site
consequences o f an accident in a nuclear facility

1987
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TECHNICAL REPORTS SERIES
230

Decommissioning o f nuclear facilities: Decontamination,
disassembly and waste management

1983

237

Manual on quality assurance programme auditing

1984

249

Decontamination o f nuclear facilities to permit operation,
inspection, maintenance, modification or plant decommissioning

1985
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Manual on training, qualification and certification o f quality
assurance personnel

1986

267

Methodology and technology o f decommissioning nuclear
facilities

1986
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Manual on maintenance o f systems and components
important to safety

1986

TECDOC SERIES
214

Research reactor renewal and upgrading programmes

1978

233

Research reactor core conversion from the use of highly
enriched uranium to the use of low enriched uranium fuels:
Guidebook

1980

348

Earthquake resistant design o f nuclear facilities with limited
radioactive inventory
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400

Probabilistic safety assessment for research reactors

1986

403

Siting o f research reactors

1987

448

Analysis and upgrade o f instrumentation and control
systems for the modernization o f research reactors

1988

517

Application o f probabilistic safety assessment to
research reactors

1989

PROCEEDINGS SERIES
STI/PUB/700

Source term evaluation for accident conditions

1986

STI/PUB/701

Emergency planning and preparedness for nuclear
facilities

1986

STI/PUB/716

Optimization o f radiation protection

1986

9
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